AQIP Dev-Ed Tracking

Minutes from August 23, 2007, ICB 2707

Attendees: Tom Clemens, Lydia Cochran, Julie Fraser, Nancy Logsdon, Joan Newgren, Kathleen Riepe, Steve Rummel, Jennifer Swartout, Deb Wentzel

Absent: Lisa Cole, Gayle Johnson, Teal Kaufman, Anita Moore, Dana Rosenberg

Guests: Allan Saaf

Steve brought the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. Our room location has been changed to ICB 2707 for the rest of the semester.

The minutes from August 9, 2007 were reviewed. Joan Newgren made a motion to accept the minutes as read. The motion was 2nd by Tom Clemens. The motion was passed and carried.

The discussion turned to the program that is producing the star charts. There was discussion as to the use of the star charts versus other forms of data display, such as line or bar charts. The group decided to give the programmer and Steve more time to fine-tune the process. If by the semester end of this fall an appropriate chart cannot be created, another graph will be considered.

The group will also discuss with Dana Rosenberg inputs, outputs, what is feasible, and data regarding students entering and exiting classes.

A motion was made by Lydia Cochran to adjourn the meeting. The motion was 2nd by Jennifer Swartout. The meeting was adjourned at 2:50 p.m.